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ABSTRACT
We report on the multi-frequency timing observations of 21 pulsars discovered in the
LOFAR Tied-Array All-Sky Survey (LOTAAS). The timing data were taken at central
frequencies of 149 MHz (LOFAR) as well as 334 and 1532 MHz (Lovell Telecope). The
sample of pulsars includes 20 isolated pulsars and the first binary pulsar discovered by
the survey, PSR J1658+3630. We modelled the timing properties of the pulsars, which
showed that they have, on average, larger characteristic ages. We present the pulse pro-
files of the pulsars across the three observing bands, where PSR J1643+1338 showed
profile evolution that appears not to be well-described by the radius-to-frequency-
mapping model. Furthermore, we modelled the spectra of the pulsars across the same
observing bands, using a simple power law, and found an average spectral index of
−1.9± 0.5. Amongst the pulsars studied here, PSR J1657+3304 showed large flux den-
sity variations of a factor of 10 over 300 days, as well as mode changing and nulling
on timescales of a few minutes. We modelled the rotational and orbital properties of
PSR J1658+3630, which has a spin period of 33 ms in a binary orbit of 3.0 days with
a companion of minimum mass of 0.87M, likely a Carbon-Oxygen or Oxygen-Neon-
Magnesium type white dwarf. PSR J1658+3630 has a dispersion measure of 3.0 pc
cm−3, making it possibly one of the closest binary pulsars known.
Key words: pulsars: general – methods: observational – methods: data analysis –
pulsars: individual: PSR J1658+3630
? E-mail: chia.tan@mcgill.ca
1 INTRODUCTION
Since the first discovery of radio pulsars more than 50 years
ago (Hewish et al. 1968), extensive studies have been done to© 2018 The Authors
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understand their properties. These include measuring their
rotational, spectral and emission properties across a large
range of radio frequencies. While the first pulsar was discov-
ered at a low radio frequency of 81 MHz, pulsar science has
so far been predominantly conducted at radio frequencies
above 300 MHz. This is primarily due to the the effects of
dispersion and scattering of pulsar signals by the interstellar
medium (ISM) being more pronounced at low frequencies.
In regions of the Galaxy with dense ISM, the pulsar signal
will be smeared out to the point of being undetectable as
pulses.
Recently, there has been a resurgence in pulsar obser-
vations at low frequencies below 300 MHz, driven by the
new generation of low-frequency radio telescopes such as
the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al.
2013), the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA; Tingay et al.
2013) and the Long-Wavelength Array (LWA; Taylor et al.
2012). The improvement in computing capabilities also re-
sults in minimising the effects of dispersion on the pulsar
signal across a large bandwidth, allowing for wideband study
of pulsars at very low radio frequencies.
The radio spectra of most pulsars can be described by
a simple power law with a spectral index α, where the radio
flux density S is related to the radio frequency ν by S ∝
να. Generally, pulsars have steep radio spectra (α < −1),
which makes them ideal radio sources to study at very low
frequencies. Maron et al. (2000) found a mean spectral index
of α¯ = −1.8±0.2 by modelling the radio spectra of 281 pulsars
across a large frequency range of 0.3−20 GHz. Bates et al.
(2013) modelled the distribution of spectral indices of radio
pulsars across a frequency range of 0.4−6.7 GHz and found
a shallower mean spectral index of α¯ = −1.4, but with a
large standard deviation of unity. Jankowski et al. (2018)
modelled the spectra of 441 pulsars across a frequency range
of 0.7−3.1 GHz and found a mean spectral index of α¯ = −1.6
and a standard deviation of 0.54.
Several large-scale studies of the known pulsar pop-
ulation with LOFAR have been conducted over recent
years. Noutsos et al. (2015) analysed the polarisation pro-
files of 20 pulsars using the LOFAR High Band Anten-
nas (HBAs) at frequencies between 105−197 MHz and com-
pared them to observations at higher frequencies. The study
highlighted the importance of low-frequency study of po-
larisation properties to probe both the effects of pulsar
magnetosphere and the interstellar medium that are more
pronounced. Pilia et al. (2016) studied the pulse profiles
of 100 pulsars with the LOFAR HBAs at frequencies of
120−167 MHz and 26 pulsars with the LOFAR Low Band
Antennas (LBAs) at frequencies of 15−62 MHz, and com-
pared them with archival observations at 350 and 1400 MHz.
They found that the frequency evolution of most of the
pulsars follow the radius-frequency-mapping model (RFM
model, Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Cordes 1978), where
the width of the pulse profile of a pulsar increases with de-
creasing observing frequency.
Bilous et al. (2016) undertook a census of 194 known,
isolated pulsars off the Galactic plane (|b|>3 deg) using the
LOFAR HBAs at frequencies of 110−188 MHz, providing dis-
persion measure and flux density measurements, as well as
flux-calibrated integrated pulse profiles across the observing
bandwidth. By combining the obtained results with litera-
ture values at higher radio frequencies, they modelled the
spectra of 165 pulsars and computed a mean spectral index
of α¯ = −1.4 (no quoted sigma), lower than the value found
by Maron et al. (2000) and Jankowski et al. (2018). This
is attributed to a potential turnover or flattening of spectra
at low radio frequencies. A companion study was conducted
by Kondratiev et al. (2016), targeting 75 millisecond pulsars
(MSPs) with the LOFAR HBAs at 110−188 MHz, with 9 of
them observed with the LOFAR LBAs as well at 38−77 MHz.
They presented the pulse profiles and flux densities, as well
as measured the dispersion measure (DM) of the pulsars.
Since December 2012, the LOFAR Tied-Array All-sky
Survey (LOTAAS; Coenen et al. 2014; Sanidas et al. 2019)
has been observing the whole Northern sky to search for
pulsars and fast transients using the HBAs at a central ob-
serving frequency of 135 MHz, with a bandwidth of 32 MHz.
The survey has discovered a number of pulsars with steep
spectra that are otherwise difficult to detect at higher ob-
serving frequencies. As of April 2019, 1919 of 1953 planned
pointings of LOTAAS were completed; this has thus far re-
sulted in the discovery of 73 pulsars and rotating radio tran-
sients (RRATs; McLaughlin et al. 2006). As part of the effort
to study the pulsar population detected by LOTAAS, timing
observations have been conducted on the discoveries using
both the LOFAR HBAs at 149 MHz and the Lovell Telescope
at 334 and 1532 MHz, respectively. These observations will
allow us to study the various properties of the pulsars and
RRATs discovered at low frequencies across a large range of
radio frequencies.
Previously, Michilli et al. (2019) reported the properties
of 19 pulsars discovered by LOTAAS. They found that the
sample has, on average, longer spin periods and smaller spin
period derivatives, hinting that the LOTAAS pulsar discov-
eries are older than the known pulsar population. They also
reported that the radio spectra of these pulsars are, on av-
erage, steeper, potentially linking the age of pulsars to their
emission properties.
Here we report the multi-frequency analysis of 21
pulsars discovered by LOTAAS. We modelled the rota-
tional and spectral properties, as well as studied the fre-
quency evolution of the pulse profiles. These pulsars were
first detected between 2016 November and 2017 Septem-
ber, and subsequent timing observations up until 2018
November have provided an adequate timeline over which
to model their properties. The sample of pulsars includes
PSR J1658+3630, the first binary pulsar discovered by
the survey. PSRs J0421+3255, J1638+4005, J1643+1338 and
J1657+3304 were first reported by Tyul’bashev et al. (2016,
2017, 2018) and these pulsars were blindly detected by
LOTAAS around the same time. As of September, 2019
there are no published timing models for these pulsars.
Hence, the analysis of these pulsars is presented here.
Section 2 describes the observational setup and data
analysis procedure of both LOFAR and the Lovell Telescope.
Section 3 presents the rotational properties of the pulsars de-
rived from the timing observations. Section 4 describes the
pulse profiles of the pulsars across multiple different radio
frequencies. Section 5 presents the flux densities of the pul-
sars at several different radio frequencies and the modelled
spectral indices. Section 6 describes the results of the addi-
tional analysis done on two of the more interesting sources
in this sample of 21 pulsars, PSR J1657+3304 and the binary
pulsar PSR J1658+3630.
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2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
2.1 Timing of isolated pulsars
Here we describe the observational strategy and setup, as
well as the timing analysis of the isolated pulsars discovered
by LOTAAS. Whenever a pulsar is detected and confirmed
by a follow-up observation with LOTAAS (see Sanidas et al.
2019 for a description of the follow-up observation strat-
egy), it is added to the monthly LOTAAS timing cam-
paign. In the campaign, the pulsars were observed with all
24 HBA stations of the LOFAR core. The lengths of indi-
vidual observations of each pulsar depend on the bright-
ness of the pulsar and are listed in Table 1. The dual-
polarization complex voltage data were recorded 400 sub-
bands of 195.3 kHz each, centred at an observing frequency
of 149.8 MHz. The data were then processed with the au-
tomated Pulsar Pipeline (PulP; Stappers et al. 2011; Kon-
dratiev et al. 2016), which coherently dedisperse and fold
the data using dspsr (van Straten & Bailes 2011) and
psrchive (Hotan et al. 2004), respectively to produce an
archive from each observation. The archive files are data
cubes folded with 1024 phase bins across one pulse period,
five seconds time sub-integrations and 400 sub-bands across
the observing band of 78.1 MHz. The setup is more sensi-
tive than the LOTAAS survey setup, where only six HBA
stations of the LOFAR Superterp are used.
The pulsars were also all observed with the Lovell Tele-
scope at Jodrell Bank, at a central observing frequency of
1532 MHz. Initially, each pulsar was observed 4−5 times over
a span of about 10 days. Each observation was between 30
min and 1 hour long. If the pulsar was detected, a lower ca-
dence observing campaign was continued, with each source
typically observed once every two weeks, depending on the
availability of the telescope. The observation length is shown
in Table 1, and was chosen based on the brightness in the ini-
tial detection. The observations were conducted at a central
observing frequency of 1532 MHz, with 768 channels across
a bandiwidth of 384 MHz. They were processed with the
digital filterbank backend (DFB), where the data were in-
coherently dedispersed to the DM of the pulsar and folded
at the best known period. The folded archive files have sub-
integrations that are 10 s long and 1024 phase bins. If a pul-
sar was not detected with the Lovell Telescope at 1532 MHz,
a dense observing campaign with the full LOFAR core was
conducted. Four observations of 15 minutes each were con-
ducted over a period of 10 days, with at least two of the
observations over consecutive days. The data recording and
processing followed the same setup used for the monthly
timing campaign.
The folded archive files obtained from the observations
were analysed with psrchive. The pulse times-of-arrival
(TOAs) of each pulsar were measured by cross-correlating
the integrated pulse profiles of each observation with an an-
alytical, noise free template. The templates were created by
fitting between one and four von Mises functions1, depend-
ing on the complexity of the pulse profiles (Kramer et al.
1994), with paas of psrchive. An initial template was cre-
1 The von Mises function is a close approximation to a wrapped
Gaussian function. See Evans et al. (2000) for a detailed descrip-
tion of the function.
ated by fitting the pulse profile of the observation with the
highest signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) across the full LOFAR
bandwidth to provide an interim timing solution. The LO-
FAR observations were then averaged into two frequency
channels, with central frequencies of 128 MHz and 167 MHz
in order to measure the DM. Different templates were made
for each observing frequency, taking into account possible
profile evolution across the bandwidth (Hassall et al. 2012),
fitting for the pulse profiles averaged across the observing
span. The templates were then aligned at the half-maximum
of the most prominent component, in order to take into ac-
count possible effects of scattering that might shift the peak
of the profile at low frequencies to slightly later phase. For
the isolated pulsars, only the average DM across the ob-
serving span is measured, without modelling the DM vari-
ation between individual observations. A phase-connected
timing solution was then determined by modeling the TOAs
with tempo2 (Edwards et al. 2006; Hobbs et al. 2006). Any
offsets between the TOAs obtained with LOFAR and the
Lovell telescope were corrected by fitting a jump between
the two sets of data. The Solar System ephemeris DE405 was
used to model the motion of the bodies in the Solar System
in order to convert the topocentric TOAs into barycentric
TOAs.
As there are uncertainties in the initial spin periods of
the pulsars from follow-up observations, there is an ambi-
guity in the number of pulsar rotations between successive
monthly observations. In order to resolve the ambiguity and
phase-connect the monthly TOAs, the TOAs from the dense
campaign were used to model the rotation of the pulsars over
short timescales. We were able to model the TOAs of all the
pulsars with the TOAs from the dense observations with
just a refinement of the spin period of the pulsars, produc-
ing coherent timing solutions that take into account all pul-
sar rotations within the short observing span. This allowed
us to extrapolate the solutions to longer timescales without
introducing ambiguities, which we then used to model the
positions and spin period derivative of the pulsars.
2.2 Timing of PSR J1658+3630
The large apparent period derivative measured from the con-
firmation observation of PSR J1658+3630 strongly suggested
that the pulsar is in a binary system. In order to model the
binary orbit, more frequent observations of the pulsar are re-
quired, on top of the regular monthly observations. An initial
dense observing campaign was first conducted to model the
binary parameters of the system. The observing strategy is
presented in Table 2 as Cam. 1.Only the Stokes I data were
recorded for these observations, with a central frequency of
149.8 MHz and 6400 12.2 kHz channels. The data were in-
coherently dedispersed to the DM of the pulsar and folded
with the best known ephemeris at the time of the observa-
tions, producing archive files with 10 s sub-integrations and
256 phase bins.
The binary orbit of PSR J1658+3630 was first deter-
mined by modelling the changes in the apparent spin period
of the pulsar. The apparent spin periods at each epoch were
measured by refolding the data at slightly different spin pe-
riods from the best known period and finding the spin period
that produces the highest S/N using pdmp of psrchive. We
MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2018)
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Table 1. The observing span, number of observations and observation length of each of the 20 pulsars discussed in Section 2.1. PSR
(disc.) denotes the name of the pulsars given by Sanidas et al. (2019). The dashes indicate that the pulsars are not detected by the Lovell
Telescope.
PSR PSR Span No. of Observations Observation Length
LOFAR Lovell LOFAR Lovell
(disc.) (months) (minutes) (minutes)
J0100+8023 J0100+80 17 20 – 15 –
J0107+1322 J0107+13 13 17 2a 15 42
J0210+5845 J0210+58 10 16 – 10 –
J0421+3255 J0421+32 21 27 – 10 –
J0454+4529 J0454+45 13 18 – 10 –
J1017+3011 J1017+30 11 15 – 10/15 –
J1624+5850 J1623+58 20 25 – 10 –
J1638+4005 J1638+40 15 20 – 10 –
J1643+1338 J1643+13 18 20 5 10 42/15
J1656+6203 J1655+62 20 27 – 10 –
J1657+3304 J1657+33 15 20 – 10 –
J1713+7810 J1713+78 18 22 – 10 –
J1741+3855 J1741+38 15 20 – 15/10 –
J1745+1252 J1745+12 16 23 – 10 –
J1749+5952 J1749+59 22 18 22 10 12
J1810+0705 J1810+07 22 19 20 10 12
J1916+3224 J1916+32 22 19 19 10 12
J1957−0002 J1957−00 20 24 – 10 –
J2036+6646 J2036+66 11 15 – 10 –
J2122+2426 J2122+24 17 17 15 10 30
a These observations are only used to model the profile of the pulsar.
Table 2. Summary of the various observing strategies for timing PSR J1658+3630. The table shows the telescopes used, the observing
campaigns, the span of the campaigns, the data acquisition methods, the observing strategies of each campaign and the observing lengths
of individual observations within the campaigns.
Telescope Obs. Campaign Span Data Acquisition Obs. Strategy Obs. length
LOFAR Core Regular 2017 Mar-2018 Nov Complex Voltages Monthly 10 minutes
Cam. 1 Regular 2017 Jan-Apr Stokes I Weekly 5 minutes
Cam. 1 Dense 1 2017 Feb Stokes I 5 daily observations for 5 days 5 minutes
Cam. 1 Dense 2 2017 Mar Stokes I 8 observations across 12 hours 5 minutes
Cam. 2 Regular 2017 Nov-2018 May Complex Voltages Weekly 10 minutes
Cam. 2 Dense 1 2017 Nov Complex Voltages 6 observations across 12 hours
around orbital phase 0.25
1 hour
Cam. 2 Dense 2 2017 Nov-2018 May Complex Voltages 5 observations at orbital phases of
0, 0.5 and 0.75
2 hour
DE602, DE604,
DE609
Regular 1 2017 Jul-2018 May Complex Voltages Weekly 2-3 hours
DE602, DE603 Regular 2 2018 Jun-Oct Complex Voltages Once every 2 weeks 2-3 hours
DE602, DE604,
DE605
Dense 2017 Jul Complex Voltages 21 observations across 2 days 2 hours
then used the fitorbit tool of psrtime2 to model the appar-
ent spin period of the pulsar at different epochs. We found
that the variation of the apparent spin period is roughly si-
nusoidal, suggesting the pulsar is in an almost circular orbit
and can be tentatively modelled assuming zero eccentricity.
An initial timing solution was produced, modelling the or-
bital period, projected semi-major axis and the epoch of as-
cending node of the system and the spin period of the pulsar.
This incoherent timing solution was then used to further re-
2 http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/pulsar/observing/progs/
psrtime.html
fine the rotational, astrometric and binary properties of the
pulsar using the timing procedure in Section 2.1 to obtain a
coherent timing solution.
The incoherent timing solution of PSR J1658+3630 sug-
gests a possibility of measurement of Shapiro delay of the
pulsar signal due to its companion. Hence, a second dense
campaign for PSR J1658+3630 was conducted to provide a
large coverage of orbital phases, specifically at orbital phase
0.25, where the binary companion is in front of the pul-
sar. The observing strategy is described in Table 2 as Cam.
2.These data were recorded, processed and analysed using
the same method as the monthly timing observations, as
described in Section 2.1.
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PSR J1658+3630 was also observed with five of the in-
ternational LOFAR stations in Germany, namely stations in
Unterweilenbach (telescope identifier DE602), Tautenburg
(DE603), Bornim (DE604), Ju¨lich (DE605) and Norderstedt
(DE609), operated by the German LOng Wavelength con-
sortium. The observing strategy and the individual stations
involved are presented in Table 2. The observations were
conducted at a central frequency of 153.8 MHz and with
a bandwidth of 71.5 MHz across 366 sub-bands. The data
from the stations in Unterweilenbach, Tautenburg and Ju¨lich
were recorded on machines at the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r
Radioastronomie in Bonn, while the data from stations in
Bornim and Norderstedt were record at machines in Ju¨lich
Supercomputing Centre. They were recorded using the LO-
FAR und MPIfR Pulsare (LuMP4) software3 as channelized
complex voltages and then coherently dedispersed to the DM
of the pulsar and folded using the best ephemeris of the pul-
sar available in 2017 July, producing archive files with ten-
second sub-integrations and 1024 phase bins. A summary
of the different observing strategies on PSR J1658+3630 is
shown in Table 2.
2.3 Pulse Profile and Spectral Properties Analysis
The timing observations conducted with both LOFAR and
the Lovell Telescope were used to study the pulse profile evo-
lution and the spectral properties across different frequen-
cies. Additionally, the pulsars were observed at a central ob-
serving frequency of 334 MHz with the Lovell Telescope to
provide a larger frequency coverage in these studies. Each
pulsar was observed once for 30 minutes. These data have
a bandwidth of 64 MHz across 512 frequency channels and
were processed with the DFB. The folded archive files have
sub-integrations of 10 s and 512 phase bins.
The pulse profiles of the pulsars at 149 and 1532 MHz
were obtained by adding the integrated pulse profiles ob-
tained from each observation together with psradd of
psrchive, after aligning the profiles from different obser-
vations using the timing solutions presented in Table 3. The
pulse profiles at 334 MHz were obtained from the single ob-
servations made. We measured the pulse widths and the duty
cycles of the pulsars at 10 and 50 per cent of the maximum,
W10, δ10, W50, δ10, respectively, using the following method.
First, noise free templates of the pulse profiles were gener-
ated by fitting a number of von Mises functions, each with
a different height, width and position using paas. The tem-
plates formed are the summation of individual von Mises
functions that best represents the overall shapes of the pro-
files. The observed off-pulse region was then used to gener-
ate a noise distribution. One thousand simulated pulses were
generated by creating new noisy profiles combining the noise
free template with the simulated noise. These were then fit-
ted with the noise free templates, allowing height, width and
position of each individual function to vary. The widths of
the remodelled templates at 10 and 50 per cent of the max-
imum from the 1000 trials were then used to determine the
mean width and error. The widths are defined as the outer-
3 https://github.com/AHorneffer/
lump-lofar-und-mpifr-pulsare
most components of the templates that are at 10 per cent
and above, and 50 per cent and above the maximum.
The LOFAR observations were flux-calibrated using the
method described in Kondratiev et al. (2016) in order to
measure the flux densities of the pulsars. The calibrated data
of individual observations were then averaged into two fre-
quency bands to measure the flux densities of the pulsars at
128 and 167 MHz respectively. The average flux density of
each pulsar was then computed from these observations. We
found that the offset between the initial pointing position
of the observations of most of the pulsars and the measured
position obtained through pulsar timing is of the order of
one arcmin. The pointing offset was corrected for several of
the pulsars studied here in later observations. We attempted
to correct the measured flux densities due to loss in sensitiv-
ity as a result from the offsets from the early observations.
However, we found that pulsars with initial pointing posi-
tions that are offset from the timing position by less than 1
arcmin did not show any improvement in S/N after updating
the pointing position, while those with offset of more than 1
arcmin showed S/N improvement that is less than expected.
We suspect that this could be due to two issues. First, the
ionosphere is known to induce a jitter in the position of the
pulsar in the sky up to 1 arcmin around the actual position of
the source. We also suspect that the shape of the tied-array
beam formed cannot be modelled as a 2D-Gaussian due to
the complexity of the beam shape and the beam not being
fully coherent. Hence, we decided that, for pulsars with an
initial pointing offset less than one arcmin, flux density mea-
surements for all observations were used without applying
any correction, while for those with larger offsets, only the
observations after the correction of pointing position were
used to measure the flux density of the pulsars. The error
in the measured flux densities of each frequency band of a
single observation is conservatively estimated to be 50 per
cent (Bilous et al. 2016; Kondratiev et al. 2016).
The flux densities of pulsars detected at 334 and
1532 MHz were estimated using the radiometer equa-
tion (Lorimer & Kramer 2005). The receiver temperature
Trec of the 334 MHz receiver is 50 K and the sky temperature
Tsky in the direction to the relevant pulsar was estimated by
extrapolating the Tsky at 408 MHz (Haslam et al. 1982) with
a spectral index of −2.55 (Lawson et al. 1987; Reich & Re-
ich 1988). The Gain, G, of the receiver is 1 K Jy−1 and the
bandwidth was 64 MHz. As for the 1532 MHz observations,
Trec = 25 K, G= 1 K Jy−1 and the bandwidth was 384 MHz.
We estimated the average RFI fraction of each observation
at 1532 MHz to be 20 per cent of the bandwidth and 5 per
cent of the observing length, while at 334 MHz, the frac-
tion is 20 per cent of the bandwidth and 20 per cent of the
observing length. Upper limits for the non-detections were
estimated using the radiometer equation with a threshold
S/N of 10 and estimated pulse width based on the measured
W50 at 149 MHz. The uncertainty on the flux density of a
single observation is estimated to be 20 per cent.
3 TIMING PROPERTIES OF ISOLATED
PULSARS
The timing solutions of the 20 isolated pulsars are shown in
Table 3, and the derived properties based on the rotational
MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2018)
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parameters are shown in Table 4. The timing residuals of
the 20 pulsars using the best solutions are shown in Fig. 1.
The locations of the pulsars in the P- ÛP-diagram are shown
in Fig. 2.
The properties of most of the pulsars presented here are
well modelled with just a period, a period derivative, and
the position. However, PSRs J0210+5845 and J0421+3255
showed large timing residuals, as shown by their relatively
large χ2
red
values. The timing residuals of PSR J0210+5845
suggest that the pulsar has large timing noise related to its
small characteristic age of about 200 kyr, which requires ex-
tra frequency derivatives to model the TOAs that could be
determined through longer observing span. PSR J0421+3255
has a wide pulse profile which increases the uncertainties
of individual TOAs. Furthermore, two of the observations
of PSR J0421+3255 have TOAs that are offset compared
to the rest of the observations by roughly 20% of a pulse
phase. These observations are not used to model the prop-
erties of PSR J0421+3255, as we later found that the pulses
from these observations coincide with a change in the inte-
grated pulse profile (See Section 4 for further discussion).
PSR J1643+1338 was detected at low S/N in its ini-
tial timing observations. After 10 months of observations,
the timing position of the pulsar was found to be different
from the observed position by 13 arcmin. The corrected po-
sition was used from 2018 May onwards, with the pulsar de-
tected at a S/N about 6 times higher than before. Although
the position offset of the pulsar is roughly 4 times the 3.5-
arcmin full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the LOFAR
core beam at 149 MHz, the relatively high brightness of the
pulsar allowed us to detect it in a side lobe of the main beam.
The TOA uncertainty of individual observations of
PSR J1657+3304 varied by about a factor of 20 across
the observation span. This corresponds to a large varia-
tion in the observed flux density in the pulsar, with S/N
changes of a factor of 10. Further analysis and discussion of
PSR J1657+3304 are presented in Section 6.1.
The 20 LOTAAS discoveries discussed in this section
are indicated by small red crosses in Fig. 2. Most of the pul-
sars studied here are located in the lower right of the P- ÛP-
diagram, where the characteristic ages are τc & 10 Myr. This
suggests that the population that is probed here is older than
the general pulsar population. Qualitatively, this fits with
the expectations that LOFAR surveys are in general limited
by scatter broadening (van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010). In
combination with dispersive effects, LOTAAS is more sensi-
tive to longer-period sources than existing, higher-frequency
surveys. Hence, discoveries from LOTAAS will generally be
longer period and, on average, older. However, this sample
only represents a fraction of all the pulsars discovered by
LOTAAS. A broader study on the properties of all LOTAAS
discoveries will be conducted after the conclusion of the sur-
vey.
PSR J0210+5845 – small τc, high B pulsar
A notable exception to this sample of pulsars is
PSR J0210+5845. It is located in a more sparsely populated
region of the diagram, with a characteristic age of τc ≈
200 kyr and surface dipole magnetic field of B ≈ 1.1×1013 G.
The pulsar also shows large timing residuals, which could be
timing noise related to its small characteristic age (Hobbs
et al. 2010). Additionally, the large timing residual suggest
that high order frequency derivatives are potentially mea-
surable in the future with a larger observing span of a few
years.
4 PULSE PROFILES OF ISOLATED PULSARS
The pulse profiles of the 20 isolated pulsars studied here at
149, 334 and 1532 MHz are presented in Fig. 3. The pulse
widths of the pulsars at these frequencies are presented in
Table 5.
Amongst the 20 pulsars studied here, nine are
only detected with LOFAR at 149 MHz. Six of these,
PSRs J1624+5850, J1656+6203, J1713+7810, J1741+3855,
J1957−0002 and J2036+6646, show single peaks in their
integrated pulse profiles, four of which are well mod-
elled with just a single von Mises component. The pro-
files of PSRs J1713+7810 and J2036+6646 are more com-
plex and require two components to model. The profile of
PSR J1657+3304 shows two distinct peaks, both of which
are well modelled with just a single component. The pro-
file of PSR J0100+8023 is the most complex of all the pul-
sars studied here. It consists of four separate peaks. Two
separate values of W50 were measured for PSR J0100+8023:
8.01 ms, which corresponds to the width of the main peak,
and 30.4 ms, which is the combined width of the main peak
and the fourth peak at the trailing edge of the profile. This
is due to the relative intensity of this outer peak is about
half of the main peak, which results in some of the measure-
ments included this peak and others not. This is also seen
in three other measurements of pulse widths.
The profile of PSR J0421+3255 showed a main peak
with intensity that is much larger than two smaller peaks
at either side of it. The location of the leading component
of PSR J0421+3255 coincides with the position of the pulse
of the two observations that have a timing offset, shown in
Fig. 4. As the pulse profile is formed without adding these
offset observations, this suggests that the pulsar might un-
dergo mode changing where there is only emission from the
leading peak, which has larger intensity compared to the
regular mode in these observations. Alternatively, the profile
change could be similar to the flaring phenomenon seen in
PSR B0919+06 (e.g. Rankin et al. 2006; Perera et al. 2015),
where the emission of the pulsar appears to shift earlier in
pulse phase compared to the regular emission. However, the
flares seen in PSR B0919+06 last on the order of seconds
while in PSR J0421+3255, they last longer than a single 15
minutes observation.
Five of the pulsars are detected with both LOFAR at
149 MHz and the Lovell telescope at 334 MHz, but not at
1532 MHz. PSRs J0454+4529, J1017+3011, J1638+4005 and
J1745+1252 show complex single peaked profiles that are
modelled with multiple components at 149 MHz. The de-
tections at 334 MHz for PSRs J0454+4529, J1017+3011 and
J1638+4005 are too weak for the profiles to be well mod-
elled. However, the general shapes of the profiles are similar
to those at 149 MHz.
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Figure 1. The residuals from the timing model of the TOAs from the 20 pulsars presented in Table 3. The different symbols represents
the different observing frequencies, with triangles for the lower part of the LOFAR band (128 MHz), squares for the upper part of the
LOFAR band (167 MHz) and dots for the Lovell telescope at 1532 MHz.
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Figure 1. Continued.
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Table 3. The timing solutions of 20 pulsars, showing the positions, reference epoch, spin period, spin-period derivative, DM, number of
TOAs used to model the pulsars and the timing residuals after modelling the pulsars.
PSR RA DEC Epoch P ÛP DM NTOA TRES χ2red
(J2000) (J2000) (J2000) (MJD) (s) (10−15) (pc cm−3) (µs)
J0100+8023 01:00:16.09(1) +80:23:41.75(3) 56676 1.4936009186(2) 0.3543(6) 56.0062(8) 40 242 0.73
J0107+1322 01:07:39.95(2) +13:22:31.7(8) 57972 1.1973833938(1) 0.687(3) 21.671(1) 34 331 1.3
J0210+5845 02:10:55.4(1) +58:45:04(1) 58011 1.766208099(2) 134.02(2) 76.772(6) 32 1440 3.6
J0421+3255 04:21:33.2(2) +32:55:50(10) 57310 0.900105016(1) 0.06(2) 77.02(6) 50 20744 24
J0454+4529 04:54:59.310(8) +45:29:46.7(1) 56909 1.3891369360(4) 4.888(2) 20.834(2) 36 408 0.92
J1017+3011 10:17:36.29(3) +30:11:46.1(4) 57986 0.4527850730(2) 0.57(3) 27.150(2) 30 561 0.89
J1624+5850 16:24:00.964(9) +58:50:15.77(6) 57718 0.65180081878(2) 0.331(1) 26.403(2) 50 617 1.3
J1638+4005 16:38:16.243(6) +40:05:56.37(6) 57491 0.76772039193(9) 0.183(2) 33.417(1) 40 435 0.98
J1643+1338 16:43:54.140(5) +13:38:43.9(1) 57820 1.09904716266(7) 0.778(2) 35.821(1) 45 379 1.6
J1656+6203 16:56:10.29(1) +62:03:50.41(9) 57652 0.77615531125(4) 0.844(2) 35.262(3) 52 828 0.80
J1657+3304 16:57:50.682(6) +33:04:33.65(5) 57927 1.5702755247(1) 1.734(2) 23.9746(6) 40 191 1.2
J1713+7810 17:13:27.07(3) +78:10:33.99(8) 57773 0.43252593524(3) 0.114(5) 36.977(3) 42 810 1.1
J1741+3855 17:41:12.341(8) +38:55:09.90(6) 57927 0.82886088996(6) 0.206(4) 47.224(2) 40 495 1.1
J1745+1252 17:45:44.19(2) +12:52:38.3(2) 57883 1.0598487584(1) 0.563(4) 66.141(5) 46 1434 1.1
J1749+5952 17:49:33.228(2) +59:52:36.13(1) 57751 0.436040950719(2) 0.1519(4) 45.0694(4) 58 134 1.1
J1810+0705 18:10:47.038(7) +07:05:36.3(2) 57770 0.30768283388(1) 0.242(4) 79.425(5) 59 1045 2.6
J1916+3224 19:16:03.468(4) +32:24:39.70(6) 57638 1.13744972551(3) 3.4696(6) 84.105(2) 56 565 1.9
J1957−0002 19:57:42.620(7) −00:02:06.8(2) 57674 0.96509596606(4) 0.805(1) 38.443(4) 39 621 0.93
J2036+6646 20:36:52.32(5) +66:46:20.7(3) 57974 0.5019271782(2) 0.94(4) 50.763(2) 30 607 1.6
J2122+2426 21:22:39.02(1) +24:26:44.9(2) 57922 0.54142115903(4) 0.127(6) 8.500(5) 47 1029 1.4
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Figure 2. The P- ÛP-diagram of pulsars, overlaid with the 21 pul-
sars being studied here. The 20 isolated pulsars are indicated with
a red cross and PSR J1658+3630 indicated with a red star. The
death line plotted here is the one modelled by Equation 9 of Chen
& Ruderman (1993). Lines of constant characteristic ages and in-
ferred surface magnetic field strengths are indicated in the plot.
Table 4. The derived properties of the 20 pulsars based on the
rotational parameters obtained, showing the characteristic age,
logτc, surface magnetic field strength, log B, and the rotational
energy loss, log ÛE. The derived quantities assume that the pulsars
have a dipolar magnetic field structure (See Lorimer & Kramer
2005 for the descriptions of the derived quantities.)
PSR logτc log B log ÛE
(yr) (G) (erg s−1)
J0100+8023 7.8 11.9 30.6
J0107+1322 7.4 12.0 31.2
J0210+5845 5.3 13.2 33.0
J0421+3255 8.3 11.4 30.5
J0454+4529 6.7 12.4 31.9
J1017+3011 7.1 11.7 32.4
J1624+5850 7.5 11.7 31.7
J1638+4005 7.8 11.6 31.2
J1643+1338 7.4 12.0 31.4
J1656+6203 7.2 11.9 31.9
J1657+3304 7.2 12.2 31.2
J1713+7810 7.8 11.4 31.7
J1741+3855 7.8 11.6 31.2
J1745+1252 7.5 11.9 31.3
J1749+5952 7.7 11.4 31.9
J1810+0705 7.3 11.4 32.5
J1916+3224 6.7 12.3 32.0
J1957−0002 7.3 12.0 31.5
J2036+6646 6.9 11.8 32.5
J2122+2426 7.8 11.4 31.5
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Figure 3. The pulse profiles at 149, 334 and 1532 MHz for the 20 pulsars shown in Table 3. For each profile, 50 per cent of the pulse
phase is shown, except for PSRs J0421+3255 and J1810+0705, where the full pulse phase is shown. The profiles at 149 and 1532 MHz
have 512 profile bins across the pulse phase, while those at 334 MHz have 256 profile bins across the pulse phase. The scales provide a
reference to the width of the profiles in milliseconds.
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Table 5. The pulse widths and duty cycles of the pulsars shown in Fig 3. Four measurements of W50 and δ50 showed two distinct sets of values corresponding to whether the measurements
includes outer components with height that are at about 50 per cent of maximum. See Section 4 for more details.
PSR W10 (ms) δ10 (%) W50 (ms) δ50 (%)
149 334 1532 149 334 1532 149 334 1532 149 334 1532
MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz
J0100+8023 67(3) – – 4.5(2) – – 8.01(1)a – – 0.5361(9)a – –
J0107+1322 35.7(2) 44(2) 39(4) 2.98(2) 3.7(1) 3.2(3) 28.0(3) 32(2) 3.7(2)b 2.34(3) 2.7(2) 0.31(2)b
J0210+5845 76(3) 49(6) – 4.3(2) 2.8(2) – 40.9(6) 27(3) – 2.31(3) 1.5(2) –
J0421+3256 634(9) – – 70(1) – – 231(2) – – 25.6(2) – –
J0454+4529 48.3(8) 67(3) – 3.48(5) 4.8(2) – 23.54(9) 37(3) – 1.695(7) 2.6(2) –
J1017+3011 38.8(6) 30.3(9) – 8.6(1) 6.7(2) – 18.9(2) 16.6(9) – 4.17(5) 3.7(2) –
J1624+5850 27.0(3) – – 4.14(5) – – 14.8(3) – – 2.27(5) – –
J1638+4005 29.7(2) 33(2) – 3.87(2) 4.3(2) – 18.5(2) 18(2) – 2.41(3) 2.4(2) –
J1643+1338 31.0(1) 33.6(5) 35.9(3) 2.823(9) 3.06(5) 3.27(3) 20.8(1) 23.4(6) 25.8(4) 1.89(1) 2.13(6) 2.34(4)
J1656+6203 30.4(4) – – 3.91(5) – – 16.7(4) – – 2.15(5) – –
J1657+3304 49.8(1) – – 3.171(7) – – 38.1(1) – – 2.426(8) – –
J1713+7810 24(1) – – 5.6(3) – – 16(1) – – 3.7(2) – –
J1741+3855 38.7(4) – – 4.67(5) – – 21.2(4) – – 2.55(5) – –
J1745+1252 105.4(6) 85(4) – 9.95(6) 8.0(4) – 47(2) 48(6) – 4.4(1) 4.6(6) –
J1749+5952 26.1(3) 26.6(5) 25.1(2) 5.99(6) 6.1(1) 5.75(5) 13.3(2)c 14.5(11)d 14.7(4) 3.04(4)c 3.3(3)d 3.38(9)
J1810+0705 127(12) 46(6) 36(1) 41(4) 15(2) 11.6(4) 42.3(14) 20(5) 9.4(2) 13.8(4) 6.4(16) 3.05(5)
J1916+3224 46.6(4) 37(2) 40(2) 4.10(3) 3.2(2) 3.5(1) 11.2(1) 7.9(3) 5.2(1) 0.99(1) 0.69(2) 0.461(8)
J1957−0002 28.4(5) – – 2.95(5) – – 15.6(5) – – 1.62(5) – –
J2036+6646 31.8(2) – – 6.33(4) – – 19.5(3) – – 3.88(6) – –
J2122+2426 41(1) – 35(1) 7.7(2) – 6.5(2) 19.5(7) – 15.5(8) 3.6(1) – 2.9(1)
aAlso measured as 30.4(3) ms and 2.04(2)
bAlso measured as 18(2) ms and 1.5(2)
cAlso measured as 3.04(1) ms and 0.697(3)
dAlso measured as 4.3(1) ms and 0.98(2)
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Figure 4. The integrated pulse profile of PSR J0421+3255 (grey)
created by summing all available observations, except the two
that show a timing offset (see Fig. 1). Overlaid in black is the
integrated pulse profile derived from just the two observations
showing a timing offset. The difference in profile shapes suggests
that there is mode changing, where the pulsar emission sometimes
occurs preferentially at the leading edge of the regular emission.
The integrated pulse profiles are normalized via the off-pulse stan-
dard deviation between phases 0.9 and 1.
The profiles of PSRs J0210+5845, J1745+1252 and
J1810+0705 show signs of a possible scattering tail. The
scattering tail is modelled as an exponential function with
a scale τs known as the scattering timescale. τs has a power
law dependence on observing frequency: τs ∝ ναs , where
αs is known as the scattering index. We measured the
scattering index, αs and timescale, τs of PSRs J0210+5845
and J1745+1252 across the LOFAR band using the method
described in Geyer & Karastergiou (2016), assuming an
isotropic scattering screen, where the scattered photons
is described as a circularly symmetric Gaussian distri-
bution around the source. The scattering properties of
PSR J1810+0705 are not modelled as the method used cur-
rently does not support profiles that cannot be described by
a single Gaussian component. The LOFAR band is split into
8 sub-bands and the scattering time in each band is mea-
sured, with αs fitted assuming a power law relationship be-
tween scattering time and frequency. The measured αs and
τs at 150 MHz of PSR J0210+5845 are −2.4 ± 0.5 and 19 ± 2
ms respectively, while the measured αs and τs at 150 MHz
of PSR J1745+1252 are −1.0 ± 0.1 and 33 ± 1 ms respec-
tively. The measured scattering indices of the two pulsars
are much lower than the theoretically predicted relation-
ship of αs = −4 (Cronyn 1970; Lang 1971) or −4.4 (Lee &
Jokipii 1976; Rickett 1977). However, this was seen on other
pulsars observed with LOFAR (Lo¨hmer et al. 2004; Geyer
et al. 2017), which can be explained by the finite size of the
scattering screen. Alternatively, the low scattering indices
measured, especially for PSR J1745+1252, could be due to
intrinsic profile evolution that mimicked a scattering tail.
PSR J2122+2426 is detected with LOFAR at 149 MHz
and the Lovell telescope at 1532 MHz. The pulsar shows a
single-peaked profile that is modelled with 2 components at
both frequencies. However, the positions of the second com-
ponent are different at the two observing frequencies, where
it appears before the main component at 149 MHz but after
the main component at 1532 MHz. This evolution is similar
to what is observed with PSR B0809+74 by Hassall et al.
(2012). However, the observation of the pulsar at 334 MHz
is strongly affected by RFI and so we cannot be sure if this
is the same behaviour.
Five pulsars – PSRs J0107+1322, J1643+1338,
J1749+5952, J1810+0705 and J1916+3224 – are de-
tected with LOFAR and the Lovell telescope at both 334
and 1532 MHz. These detections allowed us to study the
evolution of the pulse profiles across multiple different
observing frequencies. Here we describe the frequency
evolution of these pulsars one by one.
PSR J0107+1322 – triple peaked profile
PSR J0107+1322 shows three distinct peaks in its profile at
149 MHz, which are well modelled with three components
that increase in intensity from the leading to the trailing
peaks. However, the profiles at 334 and 1532 MHz only show
two distinct peaks; a weak leading peak and a strong trail-
ing peak. The profiles are better modelled with two compo-
nents rather than with three components. It is possible that
the profiles at higher frequencies has 3 separate components
which are not visible due to low S/N of the observations.
While the increase in W10 from 149 to 334 MHz suggest a
profile evolution contrary to the RFM model, higher S/N
observations of PSR J0107+1322 at higher frequencies are
required to confirm the relationship, as the low S/N obser-
vation at 334 MHz could also introduce an extra uncertainty
to the determination of the off-pulse baseline to determine
W10.
PSR J1643+1338 – anti-RFM profile evolution
PSR J1643+1338 shows two distinct peaks in its profiles at
all three observing frequencies, all of which are well mod-
elled with just a single component per peak. Both W10 and
W50 of the pulsar are shown to increase with increasing
frequency. We also measured the separation between two
components (Table 6). We found that the separation be-
tween the components increases at higher frequencies as well,
suggesting that the pulsar does not conform to the RFM
model, where the component separations are expected to
decrease with increasing frequencies. While the behaviour
of PSR J1643+1338 is unusual, the anti-RFM profile evolu-
tion has been seen in several other pulsars before (Hassall
et al. 2012; Chen & Wang 2014; Noutsos et al. 2015; Pilia
et al. 2016).
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Table 6. The separation between the 2 major pulse profile com-
ponents in PSRs J1643+1338, J1749+5952 and J1916+3224 at 149,
334 and 1532 MHz.
Pulsar Frequency Separation between components
PSR MHz ms
J1643+1338 149 10.1(1)
334 12.6(5)
1532 14.5(3)
J1749+5952 149 11.35(8)
334 10.0(5)
1532 8.4(2)
J1916+3224 149 15.6(5)
334 12(2)
1532 10.9(12)
PSR J1749+5952 – narrowing profile components at
lower frequencies
The pulse profiles of PSR J1749+5952 show two distinct
peaks at 149 and 334 MHz, while at 1532 MHz, the trail-
ing peak seems to merge with the leading peak. The profiles
at 334 and 1532 MHz can be modelled relatively well with
just two components. However, the profile at 149 MHz re-
quires three components; the two main components describ-
ing each peak and a bridge component that is fitted across
the profile. We measured two distinct sets of W50 values of
the profiles at both 149 and 334 MHz. We found that this
is due to the trailing peak of both profiles having roughly
half the intensity of the leading peak. The smaller values in
Table 5 correspond to the width of the main peak at half
maximum while the larger values correspond to the width
of the whole profile.
The measurements of the separation of the compo-
nents corresponding to the two peaks seen in the profile of
J1749+5952, shown in Table 6 suggest that the separation
between components decreases with increasing frequency, in
agreement with RFM. However, the values of W50 that cor-
respond to the width of the main peak at 149 and 334 MHz
suggest that the width of the main peak increases with in-
creasing frequency. The increase in width of the main peak
at higher frequency could be affected by the exact beam pat-
tern of the pulsar, and pulse longitude dependent spectral
index effects.
PSR J1810+0705 – large profile evolution
The integrated pulse profiles of PSR J1810+0705 show sig-
nificant frequency evolution. At 149 MHz, the profile shows
two distinct peaks of about equal intensity and at 1532 MHz,
the intensity of the leading peak relative to the trailing peak
is reduced. The pulsar shows two distinct peaks at 334 MHz
as well, however, the low S/N of the observation does not
allow us to get a good estimate of the relative intensity be-
tween the peaks. The W10 of the pulsar also shows a large
decrease with increasing frequency, suggesting that the sep-
aration between the two components decreases with increas-
ing frequency as expected. Due to the complex structure of
the profile of PSR J1810+0705 at 149 MHz, we are unable
to model the two peaks as distinct components to measure
the component separation. The templates that were used for
pulsar timing requires several components for each peak to
produce an adequate model of the pulse profiles.
PSR J1916+3224 – standard profile evolution
PSR J1916+3224 shows a strong main peak and a trailing,
wider component at all three observing frequencies. The
evolution of the pulse profile is found to follow the RFM
model, where the W50 of the profiles, which correspond to
the width of the main peaks, decreases as observing fre-
quency increases. While the measured W10 suggests the pro-
file width is constant between 334 and 1532 MHz, the separa-
tion between the two main components (Table 6) decreases
with increasing observing frequency, in agreement with RFM
model.
5 FLUX DENSITIES AND SPECTRAL
INDICES MEASUREMENTS
The flux densities and the measured spectral indices of the
isolated pulsars except PSR J1657+3304 are shown in Ta-
ble 7. Only pulsars detected by LOFAR and another ob-
serving frequency with the Lovell Telescope have a measured
spectral index. An upper limit on the spectral index is given
for pulsars with measured flux densities only in the LOFAR
band. The spectral indices of the pulsars are modelled using
a single power law where Sν ∝ να, where S is the flux density,
ν is the observing frequency and α is the spectral index of
the pulsar.
We then compute the average spectral index of the 19
pulsars, while using the upper limits as the measured spec-
tral index whenever it is relevant. We found the average
spectral index of the 19 LOTAAS discoveries studied here
to be α¯ = −1.9 ± 0.5. The average is similar to α¯ = −1.8
found by Maron et al. (2000), but slightly steeper than the
average of α¯ = −1.4 found by Bates et al. (2013) and Bilous
et al. (2016), as well as α¯ = −1.6 by Jankowski et al. (2018),
respectively. As the spectral indices of 9 out of 19 pulsars
are upper limits, the actual average spectral index of these
pulsars can be even lower. This suggest that the sample of
pulsars studied here have relatively steep spectra, and that
LOTAAS is discovering steep spectra pulsars that are oth-
erwise not detectable with surveys at higher frequencies.
The spectra of three of the pulsars are not well-
described by a single power law. Fig. 5 shows the spectral
fit of PSRs J0210+5845, J1745+1252 and J1916+3224 with
a single power law. The flux densities of PSR J0210+5845
suggest that the spectrum is less steep at 128 and 167 MHz
and steeper at higher frequencies, indicating that the spec-
trum could be a broken power law with two different spec-
tral indices below and above a critical frequency between
167 and 334 MHz, with the spectrum becoming steeper at
higher frequencies. The steepening of pulsar spectra at high
frequencies has been observed in many other pulsars be-
fore (e.g. Sieber 1973; Maron et al. 2000; Bilous et al. 2016).
There is also a possibility that a spectral turnover occured at
the LOFAR observing frequencies of about 150 MHz, which
would require observations at even lower frequencies to con-
firm. The spectrum of PSR J1745+1252 is well fit by a single
power law between 128 and 334 MHz. However, the upper
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Table 7. Flux density measurements and modelled spectral indices of the 20 pulsars described in Section 3.
PSR ν (MHz) α
128 167 334 1532
J0100+8023 2.4(7) 1.5(4) <0.3 <0.03 < −2.2
J0107+1322 2.8(10) 1.8(7) 0.46(9) 0.07(3) −1.5(5)
J0210+5845a 3.4(8) 3.1(6) 0.8(2) <0.05 −1.6(8)d
J0421+3255 27(6) 16(4) <2.0 <0.16 < −2.8
J0454+4529a 7.0(17) 2.7(7) 0.44(9) <0.04 −2.8(7)
J1017+3011a 3.4(5) 1.9(4) 0.31(6) <0.06 −2.5(6)
J1624+5850 2.5(5) 1.3(3) <0.4 <0.04 < −1.9
J1638+4005 3.1(5) 1.7(3) 0.34(7) <0.06 −2.3(6)
J1643+1338 11(4) 9(3) 2.6(5) 0.11(3) −1.9(4)
J1656+6203 2.6(5) 1.2(3) <0.5 <0.04 < −1.6
J1657+3304b – – – – –
J1713+7810 1.7(6) 0.9(3) <0.6 <0.07 < −1.2
J1741+3855 3.1(7) 2.0(5) <0.5 <0.06 < −1.9
J1745+1252 9.6(16) 5.5(15) 2.2(4) <0.08 −1.5(6)d
J1749+5952 5.9(21) 4.1(14) 2.3(5) 0.16(7) −1.4(5)
J1810+0705 14(4) 11(3) 2.6(5) 0.22(6) −1.7(3)
J1916+3224 3.0(7) 2.1(6) 1.7(3) 0.08(3) −1.3(4)d
J1957−0002 7.5(15) 3.5(7) <0.5 <0.03 < −2.8
J2034+6646a 5.0(10) 2.1(6) –c <0.06 < −1.7
J2122+2426 4.0(12) 2.0(9) –c 0.07(2) < −1.6
aThese pulsars have no observations that were pointed towards their
timing positions, which might result in smaller measured flux.
bPSR J1657+3304 showed large flux density variation across the ob-
serving span with LOFAR (see Section 6.1).
cThe observations are strongly affected by RFI. Hence, we were not
able to obtain a reliable flux density estimates from them.
dThe spectra of these pulsars are not well-described by a single power
law.
limit on flux density at 1532 MHz suggests that the spec-
trum becomes steeper at higher observing frequencies. The
spectrum of PSR J1916+3224 suggests that the flux density
at 334 MHz is too large and too small at 1532 MHz when fit-
ted with a single power law. The spectrum is more likely to
be a broken power law with a more negative spectral index
at higher frequencies, possibly above 334 MHz.
The fraction of pulsars studied here that were not well-
fit with a single power law is in line with what is found
by Bilous et al. (2016) and Jankowski et al. (2018). In those
cases, the pulsars are either fitted with a broken power law
spectrum or a log-parabolic spectrum with a turnover fre-
quency. The three pulsars discussed are unlikely to be part
of the Gigahertz-peaked spectrum pulsars (Kijak et al. 2011;
Rajwade et al. 2016), as the flux densities measured at
334 MHz are lower than the flux densities at LOFAR fre-
quencies. The Gigahertz-peaked spectrum pulsars are ex-
pected to have turnover frequencies of between 0.6−2 GHz.
In order to better study the spectra of these sources and
other LOTAAS discoveries, we would require observations
conducted at frequencies not covered by this work.
6 INDIVIDUAL PULSARS
6.1 PSR J1657+3304 – large flux density
variation, nulling and mode changing
The emission of PSR J1657+3304 shows several interesting
properties. Firstly, it shows long-term flux density varia-
tion over the observation span. We measured its flux density
at 149 MHz across 15 observations over 347 days, shown in
Fig. 6, and it varies by a factor of 10 over approximately 300
days before staying constant at low flux density (1.5 mJy)
after MJD 58300. The magnitude of the variation is much
larger than any other pulsars discussed in this work. We at-
tempted to identify any potential period derivative change
that correlates with the flux density variation, as the changes
in flux density of the pulsar could be due to long-term mode
changing that is often accompanied with changes in the pe-
riod derivative of the pulsar (Kramer et al. 2006; Lyne et al.
2010). We did not detect any noticeable change in period
derivative.
We also looked into the possibility that the flux den-
sity variation is due to interstellar scintillation in the strong
regime. We found that the variation is unlikely to be due
to diffractive interstellar scintillation as the expected scin-
tillation bandwidth at 149 MHz is less than 1 kHz according
to the NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002), much smaller
than the bandwidth of the LOFAR timing observations of
78 MHz. The long-term flux density variations of pulsars are
often due to refractive interstellar scintillation (RISS; Rick-
ett et al. 1984). However, we found that this is unlikely for
PSR J1657+3304, as the expected timescale of RISS, tRISS
has a frequency dependence of tRISS ∝ ν−2.2, which means
that the timescale in the changes in flux density of the pul-
sar between the top (167 MHz) and bottom half (128 MHz)
of the LOFAR band is expected to be different by a fac-
tor of 1.8. We found that the changes in flux density of
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Figure 5. The spectra of PSRs J0210+5845 (top), J1745+1252
(centre) and J1916+3224 (bottom), fitted with a simple power
law. The fitted spectral indices are shown as black lines, with a
1σ uncertainty region shaded in grey. The triangles denote the
upper limits on flux densities from the non-detections at the rel-
evant observing frequencies, assuming a minimum S/N detection
threshold of 10. The fitted spectral indices and uncertainties can
be found in Table 7.
the pulsar to be consistent across the LOFAR bandwidth.
Hence, it is more likely that the flux density variation of
PSR J1657+3304 is intrinsic to the pulsar.
Individual observations of the pulsar also showed nulling
over duration between several pulses to a few minutes
(Fig. 7). We estimated the nulling fraction of each obser-
vation of PSR J1657+3304 following the method of Wang
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Figure 6. Plot showing the flux density at 149 MHz (black dots)
and the estimated nulling fraction (grey crosses), with 1σ uncer-
tainty, of individual observations of PSR J1657+3304 taken with
LOFAR. The nulling fractions are only estimated for observations
with measured flux density above 10 mJy due to the unreliability
of the estimates from observations with lower measured flux den-
sities. The uncertainty of individual flux density measurements is
estimated to be 50 per cent.
et al. (2007), where the pulse energy distribution of the pul-
sar is compared with the off-pulse energy distribution. We
also tested whether the obtained nulling fractions are the
same for both high and low flux density observations, by in-
creasing the noise level of the high flux density observations
to have the same S/N as the low flux density observations
and then calculating the nulling fraction. We find that the
measured nulling fraction changes with S/N as it is more dif-
ficult to separate the pulses from the nulls. Hence we only es-
timated the nulling fraction from the four observations with
flux densities above 10 mJy. The average nulling fraction is
found to be 34 per cent. While the presence of nulling could
account for some of the flux density variation seen between
observations, we found that the flux density of individual
sub-integrations also varied between observations.
In addition to nulling, we observed short-term mode
changing in some observations, where the pulse profile
switches between the commonly occurring double-peaked
structure to only the leading peak being present (Fig. 8).
The duration of the occurrence of each instance of the less
common mode ranged between 1-5 minutes, similar to the
duration of the nulls. For example, the less common mode
occurred between third and sixth minute of the observation
in MJD 58202, as shown in Fig. 7. Most of the mode chang-
ing occurred between nulls, with several exceptions such as
at the beginning of the observation in MJD 58118 where the
pulsar changes mode before a period of nulling.
PSR J1657+3304 was observed with the Lovell Tele-
scope at both 334 and 1532 MHz. The observation at
334 MHz is strongly affected by RFI, and the pulsar is not
detected in four 30-minute observations at 1532 MHz. How-
ever, the observations at 1532 MHz coincide with the period
when PSR J1657+3304 showed low flux density at LOFAR
observing frequencies. This gives an upper limit to the flux
density of the pulsar at 1532 MHz of 0.06 mJy when it is in
the low flux density state.
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Figure 7. The sub-integration against pulse phase plots of all 15 different observations of PSR J1657+3304 presented in Fig. 6. Each
sub-integration is 5 s long, corresponding to between 3-4 pulses of the pulsar. There is a trend of increasing flux density of the pulsar
from MJD 58034 to about MJD 58100 and decreasing flux density from MJD 58230 to MJD 58284. The nulling of the pulsar can also be
seen in most of the observations; the shortest null is about 5 s as seen in the observation taken on MJD 58230 and the longest null seen in
these observations is about 4 minutes from the observations taken on MJD 58034 and MJD 58284. The observation taken on MJD 58202
shows clear mode changing between the on-phase at 0-2 minutes and at 3-6 minutes, where the profile switches from a double peaked
structure to a single peaked structure. The plots are zoomed into 10% of the pulse phase of the pulsar.
6.2 PSR J1658+3630 – binary pulsar
The low eccentricity of the orbit of PSR J1658+3630 led us
to use the ELL1 binary timing model (Lange et al. 2001) to
model the TOAs. The parameters of the timing model are
shown in Table 8 and the timing residuals as a function of
both time and binary phase are shown in Fig. 9. The pul-
sar has a spin period of 33 ms and spin period derivative of
1.16×10−19 s s−1, placing it in the location of the P- ÛP di-
agram (Fig. 2) that is populated by the intermediate-mass
binary pulsars (IMBP), suggesting that PSR J1658+3630 is
part of the IMBP population. The average DM of the pulsar
is 3.044 pc cm−3, indicating DM-distances of either 0.22 (Yao
et al. 2017) or 0.49 kpc (Cordes & Lazio 2002), making
PSR J1658+3630 one of the closest-known pulsar binaries.
The orbital period is 3.016 days and the companion has a
minimum mass of 0.87 M. The minimum mass of the com-
panion is sufficiently high that the measurement of Shapiro
delay is possible if the system has a high inclination angle.
However, we found that the pulsar showed temporal varia-
tion in DM, which has a large effect on the TOAs at LOFAR
frequencies, we are unable to measure any Shapiro delay, and
that the timing residuals in terms of binary orbital phase
(Fig. 9) does not show signs of Shapiro delay (See Demor-
est et al. 2010 for the effects of Shapiro delay on the timing
residuals).
We modelled the DM variation of PSR J1658+3630
across the observing span by measuring the average DM
value over spans of 30 days. The measured DM value in
each epoch is then compared to the average across the ob-
serving span and is shown in Fig. 10. We found that for
most of the observing span, the DM value fluctuates between
−0.0002 and +0.0001 pc cm−3 around the average DM value
of 3.0439 pc cm−3, with the observations since MJD 58280
showing larger DM increase of between +0.0002 and +0.0005
pc cm−3 more than average. The timing solution took into
consideration the measured DM variation. The other pul-
sars studied in this work are likely to show DM variation
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Table 8. Timing Solution of PSR J1658+3630, obtained by fitting the TOAs with the rotational, positional and orbital parameters of
the pulsar. The proper motion of the pulsar is fixed at the estimated value obtained through archival optical imaging data.
Timing Parameter Value
Right Ascension, RA (J2000) 16:58:26.5198(3)
Declination, Dec (J2000) +36:30:30.095(3)
Spin frequency, ν (s−1) 30.277356639727(13)
Spin frequency Derivative, Ûν (10−16 s−2) −1.061(17)
DMa (pc cm−3) 3.04387(3)
Proper motion, RA (arcsec yr−1) 0.015(8)
Proper motion, Dec (arcsec yr−1) −0.065(8)
Epoch of timing solution (MJD) 58073
Epoch of position (MJD) 58073
Solar system ephemeris model DE405
Clock correction procedure TT(TAI)
Time units TCB
Timing Span (MJD) 57777 − 58439
Number of TOAs 399
Weighted post-fit residual (µs) 20.6
Reduced χ2 value 5.3
Binary Parameter
Orbital period, Pb (days) 3.0163073825(13)
Projected Semi-major Axis, apsin i (lt-s) 10.4497253(14)
Epoch of Ascending Node, Tasc (MJD) 57768.17408579(15)
First Laplace-Lagrange parameter, 1 (10
−5) 2.14(3)
Second Laplace-Lagrange parameter, 2 (10
−5) −2.17(3)
Binary Model ELL1
Derived Parameter
Spin Period, P (s) 0.033027982326829(13)
Spin Period Derivative, ÛP (10−20 s s−1) 11.57(19)
Orbital Eccentricity, e (10−5) 3.05(3)
Longitude of Periastron, ω (◦) 135.3(5)
Epoch of Periastron, T0 (MJD) 57769.308(4)
DM distance/NE2001 (kpc) 0.49
DM distance/YMW16 (kpc) 0.22
Characteristic Age (Gyr) 4.5
Surface Magnetic Field Strength (109 G) 2.0
Mass Function (M) 0.13466234(2)
Minimum Companion Mass (M) 0.8731
Spin-down luminosity (1030 erg s−1) 127
Spectral index, α −2.5(7)
aThis is the reference DM to measure the temporal DM variation of the
pulsar.
as well. However, due to their lower timing precision com-
pared to PSR J1658+3630, the variations are too subtle to
be measured.
PSR J1658+3630 is coincident (within 1.2′′) with
SDSS J165826.50+363031.1, a r = 22.1, g − r = 0.56 star
in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000;
Albareti et al. 2017). This optical counterpart is also seen
in images from the Panoramic Sky Survey Telescope and
Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS, Chambers et al.
2016; Flewelling et al. 2016). Using white dwarf cooling
models by Bergeron et al. (2011)4, as described in Holberg
& Bergeron (2006); Kowalski & Saumon (2006); Tremblay
et al. (2011) and Bergeron et al. (2011), we find that the
SDSS u−g, g−r and r−i colors of the counterpart are consis-
4 http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/~bergeron/CoolingModels/
tent with those of a 0.9 M, Teff ∼ 5250 K white dwarf. Given
this, and the low stellar density in SDSS (of order 9 stars per
square arcminute with r < 23), we conclude that the coun-
terpart is the white dwarf companion of PSR J1658+3630.
Given it’s high mass of MWD > 0.87 M, it is likely to be a
Carbon-Oxygen or a Oxygen-Neon-Magnesium type white
dwarf. We found that the position of the pulsar obtained
from the timing solution is different from both the SDSS ob-
servation taken in 2000 and the Pan-STARRS observation
taken in 2014, suggesting that the system has moved across
the sky over the years. With this assumption, we derived
a proper motion of +0.′′015 ± 0.′′008 yr−1 in right ascension
and −0.′′065 ± 0.′′008 yr−1 in declination. The overall proper
motion indicates the pulsar has a transverse velocity of be-
tween 69-154 km s−1 based on the DM-distances obtained.
The proper motion estimated here is large enough that a
sinusoidal variation with increasing amplitude will be seen
MNRAS 000, 1–21 (2018)
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Figure 8. The integrated pulse profiles of the two different modes
of PSR J1657+3304, overlaid on top of each other. The more com-
monly occurring double-peaked mode is in black and the less com-
mon single-peaked mode is in grey. The integrated pulse profiles
are normalized via the off-pulse standard deviation.
in the timing data if it is not accounted for. As we only
have one and a half years of timing data, we were not able
to refine the measured proper motion through pulsar timing
yet. Hence, we fixed the proper motion of the pulsar at the
values measured while refining the other properties.
While the timing model is able to broadly describe the
rotational and orbital properties of the pulsar, we note that
there remains a significant timing residual in the TOAs and
a poor χ2red value. There are several possible contributions
to the large timing residuals. First, the proper motion mea-
sured has a significant uncertainty of 0.′′008 yr−1 in both
right ascension and declination. The proper motion can be
measured to a higher precision with pulsar timing, but this
will require a longer observing span on the order of several
years. We also noticed that there is an unmodelled extra de-
lay on the timing residuals at around MJD 58165. This is
likely a short duration increase in the DM of the pulsar on
a time-scale shorter than the 30 days used to model the DM
variation of the pulsar.
The average pulse profile integrated over the observing
span shows frequency-dependent profile evolution. Fig. 11
shows the integrated pulse profiles at four different LOFAR
sub-bands and at 334 MHz, overlaid with the model that
best describes the pulse profiles. The profiles in the LOFAR
bandwidth are described by three von Mises components,
corresponding to the leading bump, the main peak and a
small trailing component that increases in relative intensity
to the main peak as the observing frequency increases. The
profile at 334 MHz has a much lower S/N and was fitted
with just 2 components. We are unable to identify if the
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Figure 9. The timing residuals of PSR J1658+3630 over time
(top) and in terms of the binary orbital phase of the pulsar (bot-
tom). The different symbols represents the different observing
frequencies, with the black triangles representing the lower part
of the LOFAR and GLOW bands (central frequencies of 128 MHz
and 140 MHz, respectively) and grey squares for the upper part
of the LOFAR and GLOW bands (central frequencies of 167 MHz
and 171 MHz, respectively). The timing residuals over time sug-
gest that there might be unmodelled DM variation over timescale
shorter than 30 days, while the timing residuals across the binary
phase do not show variation that can be attributed to Shapiro
delay due to the binary companion.
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Figure 10. The modelled DM variation of PSR J1658+3630 over
the observing span.
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trailing component is present at 334 MHz. We also measured
the width of the pulses at 50% and 10% of the maximum,
shown in Table 9.
The pulsar is also observed to undergo diffractive scin-
tillation in some of the observations, where the scintillation
bandwidth appeared to be smaller than the bandwidth of a
single sub-band of 195 kHz. This is much smaller than the
expected bandwidth of 1.4 MHz predicted by the NE2001
model. While the detailed study of the scintillation proper-
ties of the pulsar will be presented in a separate paper, we
note that the presence of diffractive scintillation might af-
fect the overall pulse profile shape of individual observations
due to the variation in flux densities in different parts of the
bandwidth at different observing epochs. This will subse-
quently affect the timing precision of these observations due
to profile shape changes relative to the template used. The
DM variation can affect the overall shape of the profile as
well, as different parts of the bandwidth may not be aligned
at the fiducial point of the template.
We also calculated the average flux densities of
PSR J1658+3630 at the same four LOFAR sub-bands and
the flux density from the 334 MHz observation in which the
pulsar is detected. The average flux densities at the LO-
FAR frequencies were calculated from 41 observations ob-
tained from the second dense campaign and are shown in
Table 9. The diffractive scintillation and possibly refractive
scintillation will result in variation in the flux densities. We
model the spectral index of the pulsar using a single power
law, shown in Fig. 12, and measured α = −2.5 ± 0.7. The
pulsar is therefore a steep spectrum source, similar to the
other MSPs discovered by LOFAR (Bassa et al. 2017; Ple-
unis et al. 2017). The spectral index predicts a radio lu-
minosity at 1400 MHz, L1400 of between 0.0015 and 0.007
mJy kpc2, depending on the distance obtained by the elec-
tron density model used (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yao et al.
2017). This is similar to another recently discovered nearby,
low-luminosity MSP J2322−2650 (L1400 = 0.008 mJy kpc−2;
Spiewak et al. 2018), strengthening the argument that there
could be a large population of low-luminosity Galactic MSPs
that can only be detected at very low radio frequencies.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the properties of 21 pulsars discovered
during the LOFAR Tied-Array All-Sky Survey (LOTAAS).
We have obtained the rotational properties of the pulsars,
which suggest that most of the pulsars discovered are part of
an older population with τc ≥ 10 Myr. We have also studied
the frequency evolution of the integrated pulse profiles of
the pulsars, where we found that PSR J1643+1338 showed
frequency evolution that is contrary to the RFM model. Fur-
thermore, we have measured the spectral indices of the pul-
sars and found that the average spectral index of the sample
is lower than the known pulsar population, possibly linking
the spectral properties with the ages of the pulsars. How-
ever, a larger sample of pulsars is required to confirm this
relationship.
PSR J1657+3304 showed variation of a factor of 10 in
the observed flux density over a span of 300 days. The pulsar
also showed both nulling and mode changing on the order of
minutes. We found that interstellar scintillation is unlikely
Figure 11. The integrated pulse profiles of PSR J1658+3630 at
several different sub-bands obtained with the LOFAR core and at
334 MHz obtained with the Lovell Telescope. The profiles (grey)
are overlaid with the models (black) that describe the profiles at
different observing frequencies in order to study profile evolution.
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Table 9. The flux densities and pulse widths of the PSR J1658+3630 at 4 different LOFAR sub-bands of 118.8, 140.3, 158.6 and 178.0 MHz
and at 334 MHz measured with the detection with the Lovell telescope. The upper limit of the flux density of PSR J1658+3630 based
on the non-detection at 1532 MHz is also quoted, estimated using the average W50 value of the detection made at 334 MHz, an 1-hour
integration time and a detection S/N threshold of 10.
Frequency Flux density W10 δ10 W50 δ50
MHz mJy ms % ms %
118.8 24(8) 6.282(16) 19.03(5) 0.6977(10) 2.113(3)
140.3 17(6) 6.12(2) 18.54(6) 0.6768(11) 2.050(3)
158.6 10(4) 6.41(2) 19.40(6) 0.6712(15) 2.033(5)
178.0 6(2) 6.89(5) 20.88(15) 0.744(3) 2.252(9)
334.0 1.7(3) 7.42(19) 22.4(6) 1.5(2) 4.4(7)
1532.0 <0.06 – – – –
100 200 300 500 1000
Frequency, ν (MHz)
0.01
0.1
1
10
100
S
ν 
(m
Jy
)
J1658 +3630
Figure 12. The spectrum of PSR J1658+3630, modelled with a
single power law. The triangle is the upper limit in flux density at
1532 MHz estimated from a 1-hour non-detection with the Lovell
telescope. The black line is the best-fit spectral index of −2.5 and
the grey shaded region is the 1σ uncertainty in the fitted spectral
index.
to play a part in the long term flux density variation as the
flux density variation is consistent across the fractionally
wide LOFAR band.
Finally, we modelled the various properties of
PSR J1658+3630, the first binary pulsar discovered by
LOTAAS, showing that the pulsar is in a binary system
with a companion with a minimum mass of 0.87M, likely
a Carbon-Oxygen or Oxygen-Neon-Magnesium type white
dwarf. The pulsar is also found to be an ultra steep spec-
trum source, with a spectral index of α = −2.5 ± 0.7, giving
an estimated radio luminosity at 1400 MHz between 0.0015
and 0.007 mJy kpc2. This suggests that it could be part of
a population of nearby, low-luminosity millisecond pulsars.
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